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Abstrat

Reduing arithmeti preision in a numerial weather predition model, and thus reduing the number of bytes

required to store a �oating point number, an be advantageous for an appliation suh as COSMO both in

terms of runtime and memory onsumption. But, sine the COSMO model has been written and applied only

using double preision �oating point numbers, reduing arithmeti preision requires areful onsideration. In

this artile, we present the modi�ations neessary to the COSMO model to redue the arithmeti preision

of �oating point numbers to single preision. Using onrete examples from the urrent ode that did not

work in single preision, we illustrate ritial algorithmi patterns that should reeive speial attention from

developers in order not to rely on double preision in the future. We present results from detailed tests as

well as a standard veri�ation of the newly developed model version. Results indiate that the new version

exhibits the same foreast skill as the referene version, both in single and double preision mode. In single

preision, the runtime drops to � 60% and memory onsumption is redued onsiderably, as ompared to the

double preision mode.

1. Introdution

Numerial Weather Predition (NWP) models onsume immense amounts of omputer resoures and, as a

onsequene, eletrial energy. Model development and appliation is thus onstrained by both monetary and

tehnial limits. Considering the ever-inreasing demand for omputer resoures, fueled by urrent trends

suh as loud-resolving modeling or ensemble preditions, tehniques to make models faster and more energy

e�ient are highly welome.

One approah whih promises a signi�ant speedup is running models with redued arithmeti preision.

Current omputer hardware typially supports �oating point omputations in single preision (SP) and double

preision (DP). While it is still ustomary to use DP for NWP, reduing arithmeti preision to SP has

several advantages. First and foremost, less information has to be moved to the �oating point unit of the

miroproessor in order to perform a omputation. Seond, miroproessors are typially apable of performing

more �oating point operations per seond (FLOPS) in redued preision. Third, the memory onsumption of

an appliation an be signi�antly redued. Often, reduing the arithmeti preision of an appliation an be

ahieved with relatively little hanges to the ode, as ompared to other approahes suh as ode optimization

or porting to more e�ient hardware suh as GPUs. The latter often requires substantial ode modi�ations

or even partial rewrites. Several other weather and limate models are already apable of running in SP [5, 3℄

or are in the proess of being adapted to SP [2℄.

In this artile, we present the steps whih are required to adapt the COSMO model to run in SP. In the

new ode version, the working preision (WP) of the model an be hosen using a single swith. By means of

extensive validation, we show that our adapted ode in DP an replae the previous ode, and that it's skill

in SP should be su�ient for many appliations. We on�rm and build upon �ndings of preliminary work,

whih showed that not only the dynamial ore [4℄, but the whole model an be run in SP (Despraz and

Fuhrer, pers. omm.) without signi�ant loss in foreast quality, and with only few hanges to the ode.

2. Bakground

2.1. Floating Point Numbers and Preision

Floating point numbers (FPNs) on omputers are stored in binary form. They onsist of three parts: the sign

(plus/minus), the exponent (order of magnitude), and the mantissa (signi�ant digits). On most ommon

hardware arhitetures, the representation of FPNs follows a standard [1℄ on most urrent miroproessors.

This standard de�nes how FPNs are stored in binary form and how operations between two FPNs have to
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Figure 1: Binary representation of DP and SP �oats on omputers using the example of 1:1.

Eah square orresponds to one bit, grey standing for 0 and green for 1. The number of bits of all

three omponents of FPNs is indiated. They add up to 64 and 32 bits for DP and SP, respetively.

In DP (top), 1.1 is aurate to 16 deimal digits behind the deimal point, but only to 7 deimal

digits in SP (enter). If 1:1 in SP is assigned to a DP variable (bottom), only the �rst 23 bits of

the mantissa arry information (red border). All bits outside this area are 0, whih redues the

auray to 7 deimal digits behind the deimal point. Soure: http: // www. binaryonvert. om

be implemented. The magnitude and preision ranges of FPNs in DP and SP are listed in Table 1. How

FPNs are stored in binary form is illustrated in Figure 1, using the number 1:1 as an example. The top and

enter panels show how the example FPN is stored in binary form in DP and SP, respetively. If onverted

from binary to deimal form, the number of signi�ant deimal digits after the �oating point is 16 and 7,

respetively, determined by the size in bits of the mantissa. The digits beyond (marked red) may seem to be

random, but they are not. They are the deterministi produt of the onversion from binary to deimal. This

is illustrated in the bottom panel, where 1:1 in SP resolution is shown in DP. The di�erene between the

FPNs resulting from the onversion (i.e. 1.1_double-REAL(1.1_single,double)) stems from the bits whih

are 1 (green) in the top, but 0 (grey) in the bottom panel.

preision total size max min digits preision

single 32 bit 10

38

10

�38

7:2 10

�7

double 64 bit 10

308

10

�308

16:0 10

�16

Table 1: Magnitude and preision ranges of SP and DP FPNs aording to the IEEE 754 standard.

The maximum and minimum magnitudes are determined by the size of the exponent, the number

of digits by the mantissa. The preision of FPNs on the order of 1:0 is determined by the number

of digits.
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2.2. Preision in Fortran

In Fortran, FPNs are represented by the basi type real. Typially reals are SP by default, although this may

depend on the spei� ompiler used. To ensure a program runs in a ertain preision, the kind of every real

variable as well as of every FPN in the program has to be delared expliitly, whih determines the number

of bytes used to store a real. It is set with an integer parameter. Often, it diretly orresponds to the size

a FPN in bytes, i.e. 4 and 8 for SP and DP, respetively. As this is platform-dependent, however, intrinsi

routines are provided to obtain the orret values. The kind parameter used in COSMO is alled ireals

3

.

How it is used to set the preision of variables, of FPNs, as well as in type onversions is illustrated with the

following line of ode. A real variable is de�ned and initialized to the sum of a FPN and an integer variable.

REAL(KIND=ireals) :: var = 3.5_ireals + REAL(intvar,ireals)

If the '_ireals' following a FPN (3:5 in this ase) is omitted, it is typially de�ned in SP by default. This

introdues arbitrary inauraies of relative order of magnitude O

�

10

�7

�

as illustrated in Figure 1.

2.3. Epsilons

Epsilons are small numbers used for various numerial purposes in a ode. They are used to aount for

inauraies resulting from the limited ability of omputers to represent FPNs. Furthermore, they are used

as toleranes in both numerial and physial ontexts. Three examples of popular appliations of epsilons are

the following.

1. In divisions to avoid division by zero (DBZ), e.g. x = y / MAX(z,eps)

4

.

2. In omparisons of FPNs, e.g. IF (ABS(a-b) < eps) equal = .TRUE.).

3. In iterations as abort riteria, e.g.

IF (MAXVAL(ABS(p_new(:,:,:)-p_old(:,:,:))) < eps_abort) EXIT.

Two basi kinds of epsilons an be distinguished. On the one hand, there are those epsilons the magnitude

of whih is only determined by the preision. On the other hand, many epsilons additionally have some

meaning in an algorithm or physial ontext, whih puts additional onstraints on the magnitude. These two

basi kinds will heneforth be referred to as preision-limited and algorithmi epsilons. Note that algorithmi

epsilons are preision-limited, too, as, after all, all FPNs are. This means that the subsequently desribed

limitations apply to them as well, but preision-limited will refer exlusively to those epsilons upon whih no

further limitations of algorithmi or physial nature are imposed.

Preision-limited epsilons an be further lassi�ed aording to the fator whih determines their minimal

magnitude. To whih group a spei� epsilon belongs depends on it's ontext of use. Either the limiting fator

is the minimal order of magnitude (range-limited) or the maximal number of deimal digits (digit-limited)

that an be resolved, i.e. the exponent or mantissa, respetively. Range-limited epsilons are used to avoid

�oating point exeptions (FPEs) in operations where zero is not allowed as an operand, suh as divisions or

logarithms. Digit-limited epsilons, on the other hand, are used to aount for inauraies in omparisons of

FPNs.

The epsilon in the �rst of the three examples above is range-limited, and that in the seond is digit-limited.

Both are preision-limited epsilons. That in the third example is also digit-limited, but probably has some

additional algorithmi onstraints. However the distintion between preision-limited and algorithmi epsilons

is not always straight-forward, and the ontext has to be taken into aount in all but the most obvious ases.

The epsilon in example two, for instane, might need to be bigger in ertain algorithms with unusually large

error growth, whih would make it algorithmi. Also, using the minimal representable positive number larger

than zero in the �rst example, may lead to erroneous results later on in the omputation if the algorithm

has not been designed arefully (for example by limiting the maximum result of the division to a physially

reasonable value). However, it is most important to make this distintion in obvious ases where it is easy to

draw the line, suh as if the epsilon arries a physial unit.

Range-limited epsilons an theoretially be as small as 10

�37

and 10

�307

in SP and DP, respetively. However

the magnitude of the dividend must be taken into aount to avoid arithmeti over�ow, e.g. if it is on the

3

It is urrently planned to unify the onstant used to denote the WP aross the COSMO, ICON, and

3DVAR odes. It is likely that in the future ireals will be renamed to wp whih has the advantage of brevity.

4

Note that this is only valid if z is stritly positive.
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order of 10

7

the epsilon must be at least of magnitude 10

�30

and 10

�300

. As these values are still minusule

in a NWP model suh as COSMO, it is su�ient to simply hose a value a ouple of orders of magnitudes

(e.g. 10

8

) above the absolute minimum without further onsiderations, even in SP.

Digit-limited epsilons, on the other hand, must have a minimal magnitude � relative to 1:0 � of 10

�7

and

10

�16

in SP and DP, respetively. Taking into aount the order of magnitude of the involved numbers is

muh more important than in the range-limited ase, espeially in SP, sine 10

�7

is not far from physial

signi�ane in many ases, for example for trae gas onentrations. Simply inreasing the epsilon by some

orders of magnitude to aount for the magnitude of the other involved numbers is thus not a good solution.

Rather the relative harater of digit-limited epsilons should be aounted for in the way they are used in the

formula, i.e. by not inserting them by addition (a < b + eps), but by multipliation (a < (1.0 + eps)*b).

This muh more robust implementation ensures that the epsilon does not vanish when large numbers are

involved. Note that suh a relative-epsilon implementation is more di�ult when trying to determine the

equality of two FPNs, e.g. ABS(a-b) < eps. Making the epsilon relative in this ase would result for instane

in ABS(a-b) < ABS(a)*eps, whih is already quite ompliated.

2.4. Numerial Errors

Numerial error growth an be minimized if ertain formulas are written in a numerially robust form. What

should be avoided wherever possible are subtrations of very similar numbers, as well as raising numbers to

high powers. This is usually not a major onern in DP. In SP, however, error growth from suh subtrations

an be substantial, and high powers may even provoke arithmeti under- or over�ow, leading to model rashes.

A good example to illustrate preision loss in subtrations of similar numbers is the omputation of a small

di�erene between two temperatures, e.g. 274.00000 - 273.15000 = 0.85000???. In this ase, three signif-

iant digits are immediately lost, as indiated by the three trailing digits in the result, whih are subjet to

rounding error. An epsilon inserted by addition (whih, unfortunately, is the usual pratie) in suh a formula

in SP must be at least of absolute magnitude 10

�5

in order not to ompletely vanish. This has to be onsidered

when using epsilons in suh ases by either inreasing their magnitude or inserting them by multipliation.

This is a ommon problem with temperature and pressure, whih an easily be avoided if deviations from

some referene are used instead of absolute values.

3. Changes to the Code

The COSMO model has been developed for and tested in DP. Therefore, there are many plaes in the ode

where something goes wrong in SP that works perfetly �ne in DP. This has required us to ondut a variety of

hanges to the ode to run COSMO in SP. These modi�ations an be broadly grouped into three ategories.

� Obtain a pure DP ode by adding all missing ireals delarations.

� Condut various loal hanges.

� Add epsilons to divisions to prevent FPEs by DBZ.

� Adapt epsilons whih might vanish in SP to be preision-dependent.

� Optimize formulas that might ause numeri over�ow or other problems.

� Implement mixed preision (MP) form of radiation.

3.1. Ireals delarations

The real kind parameter ireals in COSMO, whih determines the WP, is set to DP by default. However, a

large number of ireals delarations are missing in the urrent ode, whih introdues many SP reals into

the model, thereby lowering the preision. The �rst step is therefore to add all these missing delarations in

order to obtain a ode running in pure DP. Beause of the large number of missing delarations (see Table

2), we have written a sript whih automatially �nds and delares all undelared real variables and FPNs.

The onsequene of the additional ireals delaration is that the model results of the new ode di�er from those

of the old ode (numerially, not meteorologially). This di�erene is due to the removal of the inauraies

introdued by the undelared reals, whih orresponds to a perturbation of relative order of magnitude

O

�

10

�7

�

. Validation of this pure DP ode by means of omparing results against simulations with random

perturbations of similar magnitude is provided in Setion 4.1.1. It is worth noting that these hanges are the
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only ones we have introdued whih ause di�erent model results in DP. All other ode hanges are neutral

in DP and only have a signi�ant e�et in SP.

nf nf* nold del del% del%*

sr_* 60 43 6276 4299 68.5 81.9

data_* 27 4 791 1141 144.3 967.0

rest 44 25 3026 682 22.5 26.6

total 133 72 10093 6122 60.7 76.2

nf total number of �les del number of _ireals added (delta)

nf* number of hanged �les del% relative delta (all �les)

nold initial number of _ireals del%* relative delta (only hanged �les)

Table 2: Statistis of ourrenes of ireals delarations before and after our modi�ations. The

soure �les are sorted into three groups. Overall,we have added roughly 60% additional delarations.

3.2. Loal Modi�ations

A number of loal modi�ations are neessary to run COSMO in SP. They are listed in detail in Table 3.

Those whih are ritial for the model not to rash in SP are emphasized.

3.2.1. Critial Epsilons

Epsilons are either range- or digit-limited, as established in Setion 2.3. To aount for this, we have introdued

the two preision-dependent parameters repsilon and rpreision. They are de�ned in data_parameters.f90 as

shown below. Their magnitudes in SP/DP are 10

�30

/10

�300

and 10

�7

/10

�16

, respetively.

The values hosen for epsilons in COSMO are typially between repsilon and rpreision in SP, for instane

10

�15

or 10

�8

. Thus they are big enough for range-limited ases, but might vanish in digit-limited ontexts.

Therefore, in range-limited ases, i.e. mostly in divisions, problems ourred in plaes where there had not

been an epsilon previously, and we have had to add epsilons, predominantly in divisions where the divisor

vanishes in SP. In digit-limited ases, on the other hand, an epsilon was usually already present in plaes where

problems in SP oured, but with a too small magnitude. Thus, we have usually had to identify the respetive

epsilon parameter and limit is's magnitude to rpreision in SP using the MAX() funtion. Additionally, in

some plaes, instead of a parameter a hard-oded epsilon has been used, e.g. 10

�30

, usually in divisions. We

have replaed those by epsilon parameters. The hosen magnitude of these hard-oded epsilons has usually

not been ritial in SP, exept for one ase where 10

�50

was used.

In most ases, epsilon-related problems in SP manifested themselves in model rashes or deadloks, i.e. were

rather easy to reognize and trak down. In one ase where an epsilon vanished in SP, however, the impliations

were muh more subtle, namely only impated the model physis, and the problem was aordingly muh

more di�ult to identify and resolve. This ase is desribed in detail in Setion 4.2.1.

data_parameters.f90

161 REAL (KIND=ireals), PARAMETER :: &

162 repsilon = 1.0E8_ireals*TINY(1.0_ireals), &

163 !

164 ! Very small number near zero.

165 ! To be used mainly to avoid division by zero, e.g.

166 ! eps_div = repsilon ; x = y / MAX(z,eps_div) ! for z >= 0.

167 ! Note that the fator 1.0E-8 has been hosen rather

168 ! arbitrarily to get some distane to zero to aount

169 ! for the magnitude of the dividend, whih might be 1.0E5

170 ! in ase of pressure, for instane.

171 !

172
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File Modi�ations

data_obs_lib_osmo limit epsy to rpreision in SP

data_soil new epsilons:

Æ eps_div - avoid DBZ

Æ eps_soil - threshold for omputations

Æ eps_temp - hek if temperature below zero

data_turbulene replae epsi by eps=repsilon

near_surfae remove zepsi, use repsilon instead

numeri_utilities Æ remove loal epsilons (zeps)

Æ introdue module-wide variable eps_div instead

numeri_utilities_rk Æ remove zeps

Æ new epsilons eps_div and eps_adv

organize_data add de�nition of epsy

pp_utilities Æ rename eps to eps_onv

Æ reformulation m2s**4/m3s**3 !m2s*(m2s/m3s)**3

sr_gsp Æ replae zeps by repsilon where used as small number

Æ reformulation m2s**4/m3s**3 !m2s*(m2s/m3s)**3

sr_lheat_nudge replae epsilon/epsy by epsy from data_obs_lib_osmo.f90

sr_obs_d�n_print use epsy from data_obs_lib_osmo.f90

sr_obs_d�n_util use epsy from data_obs_lib_osmo.f90

sr_obs_rad add ireals to REAL()

sr_output replae EPS by repsilon

sr_setup add output RUNNING IN DOUBLE/SINGLE PRECISION

sr_soil replae zepsi by eps_soil from data_soil.f90 or by repsilon

sr_soil_multlay replae zepsi by eps_* from data_soil

turbulene_tran replae epsi by eps (both from data_turbulene.f90 )

utilities Æ replae hard-oded 1E-50 by repsilon

Æ overload hek_field_NaNs() for SP/DP

Table 3: Detailed overview over onduted all hanges, exept those related to ireals

delarations and the mixed preision (MP) radiation. Critial modi�ations are emphasized.

These are neessary for the ode to ompile and run in SP, whereas the others an be

onsidered ode leanup. Note that a number of epsilons added to divisions to avoid DBZ

are not listed expliitly in this table.

data_parameters.f90

172 rpreision = 10.0_ireals**(-PRECISION(1.0_ireals))

173 !

174 ! Preision of 1.0 in additions/subtrations.

175 ! To be used for instane to hek equality of reals, e.g.

176 ! eps_fpn = rpreision ; IF (ABS(a-b) < eps_fpn) equal=.true.,

177 ! or to inrease the magnitude of an epsilon only in SP, e.g.

178 ! epsilon = MAX(1.0E-8_ireals,rpreision) when 1E-8 is too small

179 ! but the value should stay the same in DP.

180 !

181 ! Approximate magnitudes:

182 ! -----------------------

183 !

184 ! | repsilon | rpreision

185 ! ----+----------+------------

186 ! SP | 1.0E-30 | 1.0E-7

187 ! ----+----------+------------

188 ! DP | 1.0E-300 | 1.0E-16

189 !
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3.2.2. Non-Critial Epsilons

Many of the epsilon-related hanges listed in Table 3 are not stritly neessary to run COSMO in SP, but we

have taken the opportunity to do some ode leanup, as the use of epsilons in the model is far from onsistent,

whih is no surprise onsidering the large number of di�erent people that have ontributed it. Whereas in

some parts of the ode, suh as the assimilation, entrally de�ned epsilons used by multiple soure modules

already exist, in other parts epsilons are de�ned very loally, i.e. on the subroutine level. In some ases the

same epsilon parameter has been de�ned many times per �le. This might be appropriate in speial ases, suh

as utility routines, whih should be as self-ontained as possible. In most ases, however, one single de�nition

of an epsilon per �le is a muh better and leaner solution.

Soil Model

In the soil model (sr_soil.f90, sr_soil_multlay.f90 ) the same epsilon zepsi has been used for various pur-

poses. We have replaed zepsi by the three new variables eps_soil, eps_div, and eps_temp Their de�nitions

and desriptions are shown in the following ode exerpt.

data_soil.f90

249 REAL (KIND=ireals), PARAMETER :: &

250

251 ! Avoid division by zero, e.g. x = y / MAX(z,eps_div).

252 eps_div = repsilon , &

253

254 ! Threshold for various omputations in soil model (former zepsi).

255 eps_soil = 1.0E-6_ireals , &

256

257 ! Small value to hek if temperatures have exeeded a fixed threshold

258 ! suh as the freezing point. In double preision (16 deimal digits)

259 ! a value as small value suh as 1.0E-6 an be used. In single

260 ! preision (6-7 deimal digits), however, the value has to be larger

261 ! in order not to vanish. The urrent formulation is save for

262 ! temperatures up to 500K.

263 eps_temp = MAX(1.0E-6_ireals,500.0_ireals*EPSILON(1.0_ireals))

Assimilation

In the assimilation, there is one general-purpose epsilon variable alled epsy, whih is entrally de�ned in

data_obs_lib_osmo.f90 and used in the �les listed below.

data_obs_lib_osmo.f90

87 REAL (KIND=ireals) , PARAMETER :: &

88 epsy = 1.0E-8_ireals ,&! ommonly used very small value > 0

� organize_assimilation

� sr_orrel_uto�

� sr_gather_info

� sr_lheat_nudge

� sr_mult_loal

� sr_mult_spread

� sr_nudging

� sr_obs_d�n_blk

� sr_obs_d�n_omhead

� sr_obs_d�n_gps

� sr_obs_d�n_mult

� sr_obs_d�n_org

� sr_obs_d�n_print

� sr_obs_d�n_sing

� sr_obs_d�n_util

� sr_obs_dfout_feedobs

� sr_obs_print_vof

� sr_obs_pro_air

� sr_obs_pro_aof

� sr_obs_pro_df

� sr_obs_proessing

� sr_obs_pro_util

� sr_obs_use_org

� sr_sfana

� sr_sing_loal

� sr_sing_spread
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As the vast number of �les suggests, epsy is used in a large variety of ontexts, both preision-limited and

algorithmi, and even physial. It's magnitude of 10

�8

is a well thought-out ompromise between all those

use ases. While this works well in DP, we have run into problems in SP. For example, in one plae, epsy is

used in an abort riterion of an iteration. As it is digit-limited in this ontext, the minimal relative magnitude

required is 10

�7

. Beause epsy is smaller (10

�8

), it vanishes and the loop never terminates. We have �xed

this by limiting epsy to rpreision in SP in-plae.

sr_gather_info.f90

4168 ELSEIF ( MAX( zwts1t1,zwts1t2 ) &

4169 >= MAX( zwts0t1,zwts0t2 )+MAX(epsy,rpreision)) THEN

...

4172 ELSEIF (( MAX( zwts1t1,zwts1t2 ) &

4173 >= MAX( zwts0t1,zwts0t2 )-MAX(epsy,rpreision)) &

4174 .AND. (zwts1t2 > zwts0t2+epsy)) THEN

There are, however, many similar plaes in the ode where epsy is not used in a robust way and might

thus potentially ause problems. Globally limiting epsy to rpreision in SP is not a solution, beause epsy

is also used in physial ontexts. Therefore, inreasing it's magnitude in SP would have undesired impats

on the model physis. The many di�erent ontexts in whih epsy is used, along with it's vast number of

ourrenes, suggest it might be advisable to replae it by several purpose-spei� epsilons, analogous to our

epsilon implementation in the soil model. However, suh a lean implementation whih would be robust in

SP has not been done yet. We have only limited epsy to rpreision in-plae in some ritial ases, suh as

the one shown above, as a preliminary solution.

3.2.3. Optimized Formulas

We have onduted some reformulations of ritial formulas to inrease their auray and stability in SP,

i.e. to avoid large error growth and model rashes. In addition, we have tested two reformulations for the

numerial error they introdue in SP.

Critial Reformulations

There is one formula in the ode whih onsitently aused the model to rash in SP in it's previous formulation

(ommented out in the ode below). It ours one in pp_utilities.f90 and twie in sr_gsp.f90.

pp_utilities.f90

3094 ! zn0s = 13.50_ireals * m2s**4 / m3s**3

3095 zn0s = 13.50_ireals * m2s*(m2s/m3s)**3

The values of m2s and m3s are on the order of 10

�6

and 10

�10

, respetively, plus/minus 2 orders of magnitude,

i.e. both are already very small numbers before they are raised to higher powers. However as they are, they

beome minusule, and m3s**3 might even vanish in SP when it beomes < 10

�38

, whih auses FPEs due

to DBZ. A simple reordering of the terms of the formula resolves the problem. In the new formulation the

dividend and the divisor are both moderately small instead of minusule numbers, as is the result of the

division, and the third power does not ause any more issues.

Potential Preision Loss

Two potentially ritial formulations in sr_radiation.f90 have been identi�ed in previous work (Despraz and

Fuhrer, pers. omm.). Both an be formulated in a di�erent way, whih might improve numerial auray.

The �rst formula involves a sine and osine of a variable. In the original ode, the osine is not omputed

diretly from the operand, but from the sine, whih saves an extra osine array. However, omputing it diretly

from the operand, without the intermediate sine, might be numerially more preise.
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Figure 2: Numerial error in SP ompared to os

x

= os (x) in DP of os

x

=

q

1� sin (x)

2

(left) and os

x

= os (x) (enter), as well as the di�erene between them (right). The di�erene

orresponds to the gain in preision when substituting os

x

=

q

1� sin (x)

2

by os

x

= os (x). The

top panels show the absolute error, the bottom panels the relative error.

sr_radiation.f90

1006 zsinphi = SIN (degrad*(90.0_ireals-ABS(pollat)))

1007 zosphi = COS (degrad*(90.0_ireals-ABS(pollat)))

1008 ELSE

1009 zsinphi = SIN(rlat(i,j) )

1010 zosphi = COS(rlat(i,j) )

1011 ENDIF

1012 !! zosphi = SQRT(1._ireals-zsinphi**2)

...

2140 DO i = 1, ie_tot

2141 zsinphi(i) = SIN (rlattot(i,js))

2142 zosphi(i) = COS (rlattot(i,js))

2143 ENDDO

The seond formula involves two formulations of the form

�

1� a

2

�

, whih an be reformulated to (1� a) (1 + a).

Eliminating the square might be favorable in terms of numerial preision.

sr_radiation.f90

5959 !! pa1f(j1,j2) = ztau*(1.0_ireals-(zrho**2)) &

5960 !! *(1.0_ireals/(1.0_ireals-(zrho**2)*(ztau**2)))

5961 pa1f(j1,j2) = ztau*(zrho-1.0_ireals)*(zrho+1.0_ireals) &

5962 /((zrho*ztau-1.0_ireals)*(zrho*ztau+1.0_ireals))

To assess the gain in preision in SP of the supposedly better formulations, we have omputed the error of

both formulations in SP relative to the better supposedly formulation in DP for all possible values. The errors
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Figure 3: As in Figure 2, but for 1 � a

2

(left) and (1 + a) (1� a)(enter) in SP relative to

(1 + a) (1� a)in DP. In this ase, both formulations are totally equivalent with respet to preision.

in SP relative to DP, as well as their di�erene, are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The left and enter panels show

the error in SP of the old and new formulations, respetively. The di�erene between them in the right panels

orresponds to the gain of using the supposedly better formulation. In ase of the �rst formula, this gain is

signi�ant, whih is why we have replaed the old formulation in the ode. In ase of the seond formula, on

the other hand, there is no gain, i.e. both formulations perform equally well in SP.

3.3. Mixed Preision Radiation

The only part of the ode where substantial modi�ations are neessary to run it in SP is the radiation, whih

in it's urrent form has to run partly in DP regardless of the model's WP. It should be noted that we have

not proven the algorithms in the radiation ode to stritly require DP but rather have simply not sueeded

in �nding the ritial modi�ations required to enable SP also for the radiation ode.

The subroutine struture of sr_radiation.f90 is shown in Figure 4. The subroutines always running in DP

are highlighted in yellow, those that are ritial in orange. Figure 5 shows the data�ux between the main

radiation subroutines, as well as that between them and the radiation data module, again with the ritial

and the DP subroutines highlighted. The data�ux by argument arrays at the interfae of the WP and the

DP part of the ode (i.e. the alls to fesft() and opt_th/so()) is organized in suh a way that the preision

onversion of the IN-arrays is handled by the alling, and that of the OUT- and INOUT-arrays by the alled

subroutines

5

.

The ritial subroutines that only work in DP are the inversion routines inv_th/so(), along with their sub-

subroutines oe_th/so(). Although fesft() works �ne in SP, we have inluded it in the DP-part of the

radiation beause inv_th/so() are alled so often by fesft(). If the onversion to DP and bak were done

on eah of these alls, the model would be slowed down onsiderably. The seond pair of subroutines alled

by fesft() are opt_th/so(). We have hosen to run them in WP despite their alling subroutine being

run in DP, although this requires onversion of all argument arrays to WP and bak on all alls. These

onversions, however, do not e�et the runtime as those on alls to inv_th/so() would, and the gain in terms

of ode simpliity is substantial. All arrays from data_radiation.f90, exept for obi, oali, obti, oai,

plank, solant, zketypa, and zteref, are only used in opt_th/so()

6

. Running opt_th/so() makes any DP

5

Note that onversion is only done if neessary, i.e. if the model is run in SP. If the WP is DP, diret

assignment is su�ient and the onversion is omitted.

6

They are also used in init_radiation(), but this subroutine is always run in WP anyway.
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Figure 4: Struture of the soure �le sr_radiation.f90. The subroutines are nested aording to

how they all eah other, the alled subroutines indented with respet to the aller. The orange

box enloses the subroutines that are ritial with respet to preision, i.e. need to be run in DP

regardless of the WP. The DP part has been expanded to what is enlosed by the yellow box due

to performane onsiderations.

Figure 5: Data �ux between the subroutines of the MP radiation. The DP part is enlosed by

the yellow box, and the ritial subroutines that only work in DP are emphasized by orange stripes.

Solid arrows show data �ux as array arguments, and dashed arrows show data exhange through

the shared data module. Data �ux happens in WP along blue arrows and in DP along red arrows.

The preision transformation of INOUT- and OUT-arrays is handled by the alled routine, wherease

the handling of IN-arrays is left to the aller. Module data is only used by WP-subroutines, with

the exeption of the arrays obi, oali, obti, oai, plank, solant, zketypa, and zteref. The

preision transformation of these arrays is handled by the DP subroutines that use them.

delarations of arrays in data_radiation.f90 unneessary and thus restrits the hanges to sr_radiation.f90.

The three exeptions are handled by the DP subroutines using them.
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Figure 6: Results of the perturbation sensitivity experiments for temperature (top), pressure

deviation (enter), and spei� humidity (bottom). The left panels show the absolute �elds of or,

those in the enter the deviations pr-or, and those on the right dp-oron the lowermost model

level after 72h. The deviations pr-or are omparable in magnitude to those of dp-or.

4. Experiments and Results

To asses the performane of the new ode, we have hosen a two-step approah. First, we ondut sensitivity

experiments to test it from a numerial point of view. Seond, we test it's performane against observations.

4.1. Sensitivity Experiments (COSMO-7)

To validate the new ode from a numerial standpoint, we have onduted two major sets of sensitivity

experiments. In a �rst step, we validate it in DP by simulating the e�et of the additional ireals delarations.

In a seond step, we assess its performane in SP. The aim of these sensitivity experiments is to get a general

feeling for the magnitude of the deviations between various ode versions in a realisti setup, without aiming

for meteorologial representativeness. We use data from a period from last summer (June 17-19 2013). The

model setup orresponds to MeteoSwiss operational COSMO-7 setup with a lead time of 72h.

4.1.1. Perturbation Experiments

The new ode in DP, subsequently referred to as dp, will replae the original ode (or). Therefore, it is of

high importane to make sure it yields results of equal quality. There are apparent di�erenes between the

results of the new and the original ode. Considering the ode hanges we have arried out, those di�erenes

should be dominated by the e�et of the orret type delaration of previously erroneously typed FPNs

doumented in Setion 3.1. These may be seen as a random perturbation of relative magnitude O

�

10

�7

�

. To

assess the impat of suh perturbations on the model physis, we have developed a new ode (pr) based on
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Figure 7: Results of the SP sensitivity experiments. Shown is temperature on the lowermost

model level. Shown are the absolute �eld of or (left), the deviations dp-or (enter), sp-or

(right). The lead times are 12h (top), 24h (middle), and 72h (bottom). The error growth is faster in

sp than in dp with respet to or, but the di�erene between dp-or and sp-or is already muh

smaller after 24h, and is gone after 72h, when they are of omparable magnitude.

the referene ode, where all prognosti �elds are randomly perturbed at every time step by a fator on the

order of 10

�7

. We run our test ase with the three ode versions or, dp, and pr and ompare the di�erenes

after 72h. Figure 6 shows the results of these experiments for temperature (top), pressure deviation (enter),

and spei� humidity (bottom). Shown are the absolute �elds of or (left) as well as the di�erenes pr-or

(enter) and dp-or (right) on the lowermost model level after 72h. The di�erene plots show perturbations

of omparable magnitude for all three variables. These results on�rms that the observed di�erenes between

dp and or are mainly the result of the additional type delarations.

4.1.2. Single Preision Experiments

To assess the quality of the simulations with the new ode in SP (sp), we run our test ase with or, dp, and

sp and ompare the �elds after 12h, 24h, and 72h. The results are shown in Figures 7 and 8 for temperature

and pressure deviation, respetively, after 12h (top), 24h (enter), and 72h (bottom). After 12h, the deviations

of sp from both dp (not shown) and or are learly larger than dp-or. After 72h, however, the deviations

between all model versions are of similar magnitude. No systemati biases are observed. We an onlude that

perturbations due to numerial trunation errors seem to be slightly larger in sp, but physial error growth

rapidly dominates. We have not found any indiations that sp does not perform as well as dp in any of the

experiments or variables analyzed.

4.2. Veri�ation (COSMO-2)

The test whih a NWP model eventually has to pass is veri�ation against observations. From a numerial
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Figure 8: As Figure 7, but for pressure deviation.

Figure 9: Veri�ation against observations (blak line) of or (blue), dp (red), and sp (green,

orange, purple) line). Shown is the mean 2m temperature for foreast day 5. The model foreoasts

di�er from the observations, but not at all from eah other.

point of view, this test is far less restritive than the sensitivity experiments presented in the previous setion,

as it allows for muh larger deviations from the referene simulation. The veri�ation runs are muh more

meteorologially representative, though, as a larger number of di�erent situations our during two months

than during 72h, espeially as both summer and winter are tested. Therefore it is muh more likely for

bugs in SP to show up in these runs than in those with the previous setup. The veri�ation is done in the

COSMO-2 setup. Simulations with lead time +120h are started every 24h during one month in both summer
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Figure 10: Veri�ation against observations (blak) of the ode with the winter bug in DP

(green) and SP (red, orange, purple). Shown are mean dew point temperature (top) and absolute

temperature (bottom) for foreast day 5. The two periods where sp di�ers signi�antly from dp

are emphasized by red irles. These di�erenes have been aused by a bug in the soil model related

to the melting of snow.

(August 2012) and winter (Deember 2012) and the results statistially ompared to ground observations (up

to +120h) and soundings (up to +72h).

The results of the sp and dp simulations are indistinguishable in most of the graphial produts generated

by the standard veri�ation pakage. As an example, Figure 9 shows a time series of temperature on foreast

day �ve. The foreasts (olored) are learly distinguishable from the observations (blak), however not from

eah other. We an onlude from the results that all ode version (or, dp, sp) perform equally well and

are meteorologially not distinguishable.

4.2.1. The Winter Bug

In ontrast to the �nal version, the �rst working sp ode yielded ambivalent veri�ation results. In summer,

the performane of sp was omparable to that of the other odes. In winter, however, it was learly inferior.

Time series of absolute and dew point temperature showed signi�ant deviations of sp from dp and or, as

shown in Figure 10 with the respetive periods emphasized. Plots of the �elds during these periods revealed

strong temperature anomalies whih quikly grew to large size by advetion, with the soure regions �xed

in spae, as shown in Figure 11 (top) for temperature at +96h (left) and +120h (right). On �rst sight the

anomalies seemed to be spatially related to topography in some way. Investigation of various �elds, however,

eventually hinted towards di�erenes in snow over, as the soure regions of the anomalies orresponded to

the margins of snow overed regions. This led us to inspet the soil model ode. We eventually identi�ed the

bug in sr_soil_multlay.f90. It had been aused by an epsilon used to hek whether a temperature has a

ertain minimal distane to the freezing point. We have replaed the epsilon variable zepsi by eps_temp in

the ritial plaes, as illustrated by the following ode exerpt. The magnitude we have hosen for eps_temp

is save up to temperatures of 500K.
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Figure 11: Di�erene in temperature between SP and DP with (top) and without (bottom) the

winter bug after 96h (left) and 120h (right). (Top) The anomalies start to grow in spei� plaes

suh as NW of Switzerland roughly parallel to the Jura mountains and along the Danube river

valley, and from there grow by NE-ward advetions. (Bottom) With the winter bug path, the large

deviations have disappeared, and only small, noisy signals over the alpine region remain.

sr_soil_multlay.f90

427 REAL (KIND=ireals ), PARAMETER :: &

428 ! zepsi = 1.0E-6_ireals , & ! seurity onstant

429 eps_temp = MAX(1.0E-6_ireals,500.0_ireals*EPSILON(1.0_ireals))

...

3560 ! IF(t_so(i,j,kso,nnew).LT.(t0_melt-zepsi)) THEN

3561 IF(t_so(i,j,kso,nnew).LT.(t0_melt-eps_temp)) THEN

3562 zaa = g*zpsis(i,j)/lh_f

This is a digit-limited ase, i.e., the minimal relative epsilon in SP is 10

�7

. The epsilon of magnitude 10

�6

thus seems to be big enough at �rst sight. However, three signi�ant digits are lost beause of the order of

magnitude of the temperatures (f. Setion 2.4), whih inreases the minimal magnitude of the epsilon by

10

3

. zepsi therefore vanished in SP, introduing a hard-to-�nd bug. Replaing it by a new epsilon with a

su�iently large magnitude in SP solved the problem. The temperature �elds from a model run with this

path are shown in Figure 11 (bottom). A omparison to the top panel shows that the large deviations have

vanished, and that only a noisy signal of very loalized deviations spread over the Alps remains, reminisent

of the deviations observed in the sensitivity experiments.
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4.2.2. Timings

The major bene�t of running the COSMO model in SP is a signi�ant redution in runtime. The mean

runtime statistis with various model versions running on a Cray XE6 with AMD Magny-Cours proessors

are summarized in Table 4. Swithing from DP to SP redues runtime by almost 40%. This is substantial, as

for example for an ensemble foreast the number of members ould be inreased by almost 70% on a given

hardware.

or dp sp sp

i

sp

f

100:0% 102:0% 60:2% 56:2% 55:9%

Table 4: Mean runtimes of all sensitivity experiments relative to or. sp

i

and sp

f

are sp with

aggressive optimization at ompilation (both without strit IEEE onformane, and sp

f

additionally

with less aurate library funtions). The runtime of the most aggressively optimized ode drops

below 56%, i.e. it is almost twie as fast than the referene.

5. Disussion

5.1. Caveats

We have only tested the model on�gurations most important for MeteoSwiss. While this should over the

main parts of the model, we must emphasize that testing is required before using it in SP. It is in the user's

responsibility to make sure his on�guration of hoie works in SP, espeially if less ommon parts of the

ode are to be run. Critial in this respet is the assimilation due to the unresolved epsilon issue presented

in Setion 3.2.2.

The syntheti satellite image pakage RTTOV7 does not work in SP. This is why we have written wrapper

subroutines for all RTTOV7 subroutines used in COSMO. They onvert the input arguments from WP to

DP, all RTTOV7 in DP, and onvert bak the output arguments.

5.2. Epsilon Reommendations

In this artile, we have presented several epsilon-related pitfalls and some often-made mistakes in COSMO.

To help avoid suh problems in the future, some of whih are ritial to run the model in SP, we have ompiled

a few reommendation.

Use purpose-spei� epsilon-parameters. Try to avoid multi-purpose epsilon parameters the magnitude

of whih is a ompromise between various use ases. We reommend to onsider the use of at least three

distint epsilon parameters.

� eps_div: Range-limited epsilon to avoid division by zero (DBZ).

� eps_fpn: Digit-limited epsilon for FPN omparisons.

� eps_???: Algorithmi epsilon(s) for all other purposes.

Insert digit-limited epsilons by multipliation, not by addition. Digit-limited epsilons are those the

magnitude of whih, relative to other involved numbers, is the important fator. This is predominantly the

ase in omparisons of FPNs. Inserting suh epsilons by multipliation (a < (1.0 + eps)*b) onsiders this

relative nature and is muh more robust than the usual insertion by addition (a < b + eps).

De�ne epsilon parameters neither too loally, nor to globally. Neither should they be rede�ned in

every subroutine in a �le, nor should only a single epsilon be used throughout the whole model. A good

ompromise is usually one de�nition per �le/module, or, if there is one, in a data module, whih might be

shared by multiple soure modules. Do not hardode the values of epsilons, but use the newly introdued

preision-dependent parameters repsilon and rpreision to de�ne range- and digit-limited epsilons, respe-

tively.

Name epsilon parameters in a way that re�ets their purpose. Espeially algorithmi epsilons should

be marked as suh in order for them not to be onfused with preision-limited epsilons, e.g. eps_soil instead
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of a plain epsilon. Also learly state the purpose of an epsilon parameter in a detailed omment next to it's

de�nition.

Be aware of rounding error. Think about rounding error when writing new ode and be aware of users

running the COSMO model in redued preision. Test your ode in redued arithmeti preision (single

preision), if possible. If it runs and validates, it is highly likely to work orretly in higher preision arithmeti

(double preision).

5.3. Summary and Conlusions

In this artile, we have presented the modi�ations neessary to run the COSMO model in single preision

(SP) instead of double preision (DP), and how this modi�ed version of COSMO performs in both DP and

SP. Three types of modi�ations are neessary. In a �rst step, all real type delarations (ireals) urrently

missing in the ode are added to obtain a model running purely in DP. These are the hanges whih alter

the results of DP-runs of the model (in a numerial sense). In a seond step, various loal modi�ations

are introdued. These are mainly related to epsilons, i.e. additional epsilons to prevent model rashes in SP,

or working preision-dependent modi�ations of the magnitude of some epsilons. For the latter purpose, we

have introdued two preision-dependent parameters. Furthermore, a few formulas need to be reformulated

to a numerially more preise form. The third step towards SP is a mixed preision implementation of the

radiation, whih in it's urrent form does not work in SP. A substantial part of the radiation is therefore

always run in DP.

We have validated the ode in two steps. First, sensitivity experiments have shown that the di�erenes

between the new ode in DP and the referene ode an be explained by the addition of the missing real kind

delarations, and that, despite slightly faster error growth, the di�erenes between the new ode in both SP

and DP from the referene do not show any systemati biases and are of the same order of magnitude for

longer lead times. Seond, validation against observations has shown that the foreast quality is una�eted

by the swith from DP to SP. The gain of the swith to SP is a redution of the model runtime to roughly

60% aompanied by a signi�ant redution of required memory.

Running COSMO with redued preision should be a good hoie for many appliations. However, we must

emphasize that our tests of the model in SP have been far from exhaustive. There might still be plaes in the

ode where problems our in SP that have yet to be disovered. The elaborate doumentation of the hanges

and problems we have presented in this artile may serve as a guideline to ope with future problems with

either previously untested or new ode in SP.
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